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Non-profit organizations solely work on causes that can help society. As the income they earn is used to further their
goals, it is important to outline their business.

Those who are unemployed and prone to crime, youths that are exposed to crimes, street children and anybody
seeking to acquire one or two skills that will help them successfully start their own business. Make sure to
customize your executive summary depending on your audience i. Tools for business planning Should your
nonprofit use a business model statement to complement its mission statement? Print it out, put up posters on
your office walls, read from it during your team meetings. In essence, we intend reaching out to High school
dropouts. Even excellent ideas can be totally useless if you cannot formulate, execute and implement a
strategic plan to make your idea work. As outlined above, your nonprofit business plan is a combination of
your marketing plan, strategic plan, operational plan, impact plan, and financial plan. Force you to research
and uncover new opportunities. This means that you have got to provide very detailed answers to some
technical questions which you will need to supply, in order to make your business plan a detailed and
well-structured one. How does your non-profit benefit the community? Use business plan templates in case
you are stuck in making plans for your organization so that you get an idea on how to do so easily. Regardless
of your size or financial status, when you create a nonprofit business plan, you are effectively creating a
blueprint for how your nonprofit will be run, who will be responsible for what, and how you plan to achieve
your goals. What need does your nonprofit meet and what are your plans for meeting that need? What if the
particular sources of income that exist today change in the future? It is a very important step and has to be
planned very carefully. Step 3: Outline Create an outline of your nonprofit business plan. It gives you a
roadmap from start, through the middle, and to the end. If your nonprofit is new, outline projections based on
specific data you gathered about your market. It sometimes also happens that the board, or the administration
under which a nonprofit operates, requires a nonprofit business plan. As a matter of fact, most non â€” profit
organizations have revenue generating ventures established for the sole purpose of supporting the organization
their cause. Describe the people who are crucial to your organizations and any staff changes you plan as part
of your business plan. The fact remains that the non â€” profit industry is a major component in the equation
of our world; be it social welfare, health care, education, spiritual, as well as other ramification of life. Use a
reasonable font size for the body, such as 12 points. Your nonprofit business plan should start off with an
articulation of the core values and your mission statement. If you are interested in fundraising, donators will
be your audience. Plan for what will be done with a potential surplus. Divide them into long term and short
term goals, so that it would be easier for you to understand which to do when and how. To sum it all up, write
a nonprofit business plan to: Lay out your goals and establish milestones. Your nonprofit business plan is a
living document that should be updated frequently to reflect your evolving goals and circumstances. What do
you want their response to be? A business plan prepared for a bank to support a loan application may be
different from a busines plan that board members will use to help define their priorities in recruiting new
board members. Here you need to describe your organization clearly and concisely. Your nonprofit
organization also needs a business plan if you plan to secure the support of any kind, be it monetary, in-kind,
or even just support from volunteers. Step 9: Executive Summary Normally written last but placed first in your
business plan, your nonprofit executive summary provides an introduction to your entire business plan.
Importance of Using a Business Plan Model There is however respite, as you can get a business plan template
and then use it all the way to write yours. A business plan can also take into account assumptions that exist
today but may change in the future: Are there certain factors that need to be in place in order for those income
streams to continue flowing? This will frequently be your most detailed section because it spells out precisely
how you intend to carry out your business plan.


